Middlemen & Government Burrows. (Anon.)

By the true and sincere.

We are those who are at bedrock, the beginners, those at the primitive height. We are the more fortunate of all Australian peoples. We begin at the bottom, just as the great. Princes began in all the states. We want that every British man wants—how we put ourselves on winces & kiddies & we, all of us, that we are able to work, settle here on these as best & with our wish & we build our little shacks, all helping & toil to win with joy, because we are making our new home. The wife plants the seed among us—what joy. She makes a little fowl run, a fence, the vegetable patch. The man tucks his feet. We have fowl, geese, cows & vegetables & fruit in their & we work day in day out. I go to bed tired & hopeful, living on the simplest joys. Because the home is our joy & hope.

For the Middlemen businesses are a fair way for us to farm, or to trade. If we go to the packing houses, or sell ourselves, because the Middleman has come between us. The wife makes her butter & that we must go to the packing house. It is all business; the new purchase of her goods to sell. Then she is from the middle man. I have to know when he comes in or how she gets it. But otherwise...
He's thru to take his toll of our never ending toil.
We buy our fruit, back some honey, some butter &
our vegetables—all of which must be marked
just how we are asked to vote for more stream marketing.
Which means & we mean & more taxes on every
money lb we buy. No easy job pair & each
other & all the days our parents did. We never
market our produce. If we have a fishing
reach we have to market our catchers. Take
kind of taxes—sales taxes & are drawn from our
produced produce. The welfare work of the whole family
is taxed for the middle men at the burrow
(bureau?) men. And we are asked to pay for more
burrowers. For this marketship—re-marketing that
is to break. Plata will be cheaper if its
products it not allows & deals fairly & freely
with its sister state. But must. Pay more.
It's as if there's new burrowers for burrowers men who
will know nothing of our daily lives & work &
struggle.
We are the men who do the ground work, the
best work of we want. A fact & prove.
Without our state. There are burrow
burrowers enough in every government to deal
with every kind of produce, regardless men.
They will only deal with it fairly if either
knock on the middlemen or give them an
equally fair deal.

Our present deal is a just one. This is even
when each of us gets all the products of our
work and our thrift. I know that we are
getting from the sellers who come see they
were getting a good fair deal from us also.

This new Marketing law will just upon
us will make us either looters or honest
looters or doles because we will give up the
never ending struggle of maintaining business
and borrow to handout misleaders. The same
that take our strength from year end to year
end. In this new Marketing business that
I don't think ever our Labour members
quite understand, the cost of Marketing
will and bear more heavily upon us.

There are two very all for this that at
means nothecy to the well paid members
of Government but it means four happiness
rich partnerships to every member big little.
From families I have been with less than
love, OLERANCER.

(continued on next page)
I am glad to save these two pennies I have. It is a good feeling to see them spent in a time of need. Every blessing He has bestowed upon me has been a source of joy. Our Mr. P. comes along at the bidding of their respective bosses. It is also because we want the fair share for the sake of our families. We give these Mr. B. as we can afford it in our simple way of life. We appreciate a return, but the real return we get is a nice expression of gratitude from a well-dressed man with a flower in his button hole, a hat full of empty promises which we have known, and the empty promises we are close to the ground, we want from day to day, but we love our work because we always hope that it will mean a home and a living for us. All we want is that just a square deal between buyer and seller. We see all our neighbors that we're selling to. When we buy or sell, we want to do this fairly and equally. We don't think our work because we have the home, and the family always with us, always with us.
As much as we need first blast, a pair of men deal from there are appointed to the trade. Marketng means make decisions, because if we must pay 2 s / lb or is the toll for our bodies, we have to try somehow to get out of that four. Expression, by the produce, delivery in smaller packets. Wise men among the burrowers should be relieved for our good. But if the new marketing means more effort, insolvency & burrowers. Then God be with Australia. There is something in this new referendum that leaves our plans & suspicions. & it. May be that we shall be hit by God or Mussolini in the end. Too late for us & too late for another.